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With a turnover of $2 700 billion world-
wide, 6.1% of global GDP, 8 million jobs 
and 4% of GDP in Europe for culture and
creative industries: can governments  
and companies prepare forward-looking 
strategies without culture?

As budget drops have led governments 
to cut funding for culture across Europe, 
China has increased its spending by more 
than 23%. Digital technology is increasing 
access to artistic productions in India 
and across Africa. The Middle Eastern 
nations are investing more and more in 
culture across the board. Are we witnes-
sing a global power shift in Culture?



more than

1000
partiCipants

per year

more than

25
international

studies
and proposals

more than

200
international

Contributors to
the Think Tank

40
nationalities to
debate ideas and
support aCtions

12
partner

universities

PIERRE HERMé (France)
Chef

RICHARD DAvID PRECHT (Germany)
Philosopher

FRANçOISE BENHAMOU (France)
Economist

KOHEI NISHIyAMA (Japan)
CEO, Elephant Design

500
videos and
interviews

50
represented

seCtors

" if we suCCeed 
in ConvinCing publiC 
authorities, firms 
and Citizens that these 
stakes are at the very 
heart of our eConomy, 
then indeed, Culture 
may help to take 
the way out of 
the Current Crisis "
Irina Bokova, General Director of Unesco - Le Monde, 2012

" Cultural 
Commitment is 
to be totally 
rethought "
Axel Dauchez, President of Deezer - ArteTv JT, 2012

" an industrial 
renewal Cannot 
happen without 
a Creative renewal "
Aurélie Filippetti, Communication and Culture 
French Minister during the opening of the Forum 
d’Avignon 2012 - AFP

NEELIE KROES (Netherlands)
vice President digital strategy, European Commission

ELIE BARNAvI (Romania)
Historian and Scientific Director of the Museum of Europe

RéGIS DEBRAy (France)
Writer, Philosopher, Member of the Goncourt Academy

RENAUD CAPUçON (France)
violonist

" Culture is not 
expensive: 
it's the absenCe 
of Culture 
whiCh is "
Christophe Ono-Dit-Biot, Journalist and Writer - 
Le Point, 2012

" Can you imagine a ConferenCe 
here in the united states, 
with all sorts of artists 
and thinkers, Coming together 
just to talk about the future 
of Culture? it is hard for me 
to imagine. but suCh a forum 
exists in franCe. " 
Liza Donnelly, Artist - Forbes.com, 2012

" a frenCh think-tank that  
devotes three days to 
the Consideration of suCh 
matters as ‘Culture in weight-
lessness’, ‘is the diversity  
of publiCs a strategiC goal?’, 
‘the taste of time’ and 
‘the imaginary museum’ might 
seem perfeCtly designed 
to supply easy gibes for british 
anti-intelleCtuals. in faCt, 
the annual forum was a joyous, 
stimulating and hopeful 
oCCasion. " 
The Times, 2012

MARJANE SATRAPI (Iran)
Cartoonist and Film Director

CHRISTINE ALBANEL (France)
Former French Minister of Culture and Communi-
cation - Executive vice President, Communication, 
Philanthropy, Content Strategy, Orange

AMOS GITAï (Israel)
Film Director

His Highness l’AGA KHANEUzHAN PALCy (France)
Writer, Film Director 

BARBARA HENDRICKS (USA)
Soprano

TISHANI DOSHI (India)
Writer

NICOLAS SARKOzy (France)
Former French President

AURéLIE FILIPPETTI (France)
French Minister of Culture and Communication

vIvIANNE REDING (Luxembourg)
vice President, European Commission
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The Forum d'Avignon is a think-tank dedicated to culture 
and creative industries and their dialogue with economy.

The think-tank is supported by a global network of artists, creators, 
entrepreneurs, experts, international consultancy firms and more 
than thirty partners in both public and private sectors; the think-
tank presents researches and studies, highlights new projects, new 
ideas and achievements from all over the world around three main 
topics:

working groups

The think-tank gathers each year working groups  
to develop proposals and broadcast them worldwide.
In order to organize the discussion and to examine 
in more details the studied topics, the Forum d'Avi-
gnon calls in several experts from all horizons: artists, 
actors from the civil society, and key actors from the 
private sector, public decision makers, academics and 
students.
These experts, partners of the Forum and representa-
tives from different creative sectors, aim at producing 
innovative thinking and expressing operational propo-
sals to the attention of leaders and of the civil society.

proposAls

The Forum d'Avignon aims at offering an active and 
practical contribution to the emerging culture, full of 
ambitions, diversity and innovation.
Its proposals are based upon testimonies, foreign 
examples to follow, local initiatives to generalize, best 
practices to propagate.
The proposals show the common ambition, on which 
any contributor agrees, to transform creativity into 
great economic, political and social stakes, and a cre-
dible response to the current multi-level crisis. In 2012, 
the Forum d'Avignon has expressed proposals on the 
financing models of creative industries, and on culture 
as a motor for growth for Europe.

sTudies And inTernATionAl surveys

Working groups produce studies that constantly deve-
lop and enrich the discussion about the Forum's topics 
of interest.
These studies are based on hundreds of interviews, 
exclusive international surveys made specifically to 
enlighten the Forum's main topics, and on pre-existing 
studies and analysis. 
Each study, each survey and mapping –all internatio-
nal, is intended to support public discussion on topical 
issues, prospective questions of society, relayed in both 
national and international authorities. 

The indicATors

•

•

•

cultural footprint: establishment of the first interna-
tional barometer of cultural attractiveness of territo-
ries, a qualitative and quantitative appreciation tool 
in cultural and creative investments.

tax policies to support culture: international bench-
mark of tax policies in the cultural sector.

consumption modes surveys: each year, the Forum 
d'Avignon produces consumption modes surveys 
which allow to detect general trends in the cultural 
field.

the think tank

culTurAl
ATTrAcTiveness And
sociAl cohesion

innovATion
And digiTAl

FinAncing 
And economic 
models

•

•

•

•

A free access to the thematic reports, to per-
country analysis, and to all the think-tank publica-
tions – studies and proposals.

Articles written by experts and an international and 
continue web review.

Streaming and live discussions broadcasted, thanks 
to our partner in 2012, Dailymotion, and 300  
videos of interviews realized in Avignon.

New in 2013: "Carte blanche to …"
Experts, institutions, firms, universities are to take 
control of our website Culture is Future in order  
to propose quirky point of views.

@culTure is FuTure
Website of the Forum d’Avignon

publications pages 8 and 9

publications pages 8 and 9

produce

MICHEL KICHKA (Israel)
Cartoonist

LOUIS SCHWEITzER (France)
Honorary chairman of Renault, at the Lambert Collection
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6Th ediTion in The pAlAce oF The popes, Avignon

The international meetings have become, after five editions, an opportunity to 
echo the researches done by the think-tank throughout the year and a chance 
to express ambitious proposals to cultural decision makers from the entire 
world. 450 artists, philosophers, economists, digital and creative entrepre-
neurs, public and private decision makers from 40 different nationalities meet 
to dialogue, discuss and share their analysis and commitments.

AcTs

Editions Gallimard publishes each year a bilingual ver-
sion of the acts of the International Meetings of the 
Forum d’Avignon.
True memory for the discussions, exchanges and pro-
posals still to enrich, acts represents a great amount of 
ideas to spread, for a working group as well as for the 
think-tank. All debates can also be seen online.

whAT The Forum sAys

The Forum d’Avignon - BilBAo

In 2013 has been created the Forum d'Avignon-Bilbao, 
thanks to the "Bilbao Metropli-30" association. Based 
on the great example which the city of Bilbao is, these 
meetings will focus the discussion on the role of local 
identity and on cultural promotion's importance for the 
dynamism of a territory.

The  Forum d’Avignon - ruhr 

The European Center for Creative Economy, in par-
tnership with the Forum d'Avignon, organizes since 
2012 the "Forum d'Avignon-Ruhr" in Essen. This Euro-
pean event continues the discussion on attractiveness 
of the territories, to establish strategies allying culture, 
economy, education and technology.

mediATic presence ThroughouT The world

DEBATES IN THE CONCLAvE ROOM
Palace of the Popes, Avignon

the international meetings

Save the date

Save the date

Save the datejune 27th and 28th 2013 - essen

november 21st, 22nd and 23rd 2013 - avignon

date and location to come

650
artiCles

on the internet

100
interviews for tv

and radio

500
editorials and artiCles 
in international press 

Culture is the way out of the crisis!
LE MonDE – 04/12/2012

32's Appeal - Exchange personal data against…
LE JouRnAL Du DIMAnChE – 24/02/2013 

Culture, Europe's engine
LE FIGARo – 21/01/2013

What to expect from culture?
huFFInGTon PoST – 05/11/2012 

publications pages 8 and 9

PHILIPPE DAUMAN, CEO, viacom, NICOLAS SEyDOUx, CEO, 
Gaumont & MAURICE Lévy, Chairman and CEO, Publicis Groupe

Concert of ETIENNE DE CRéCy
Opéra-théâtre d'Avignon

Artistic performance of TISHANI DOSHI (India) 
and MARKUS SHMIDT (Germany) in the Conclave room

MIRCEA CANTOR (Romania)
At the Lambert Collection
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The publications of the Forum d’Avignon are new, exclusive and conducted 
to support debates and proposals.

culture, imagination and passing on: creators 
of value(s)
— With Bain & Co (2012)

The study asks whether or not these innovations 
are honoring their promises. how are these divi-
sions and changes seen by consumers? Are the 
digital models the driving creators of values we 
hoped for –in terms of value in use, and economic, 
legacy and cultural value?

what tempo for cultural content
— With Ernst & Young ( 2012)

An international analysis of the rhythm of product 
launches in different sectors (media and culture) 
in recent decades, reinforced by an evaluation of 
the impact of the internet and digital and mobile 
technologies.

tax system in favor of culture: international 
benchmark of tax system policies
— With Ernst & Young
(2009 and updates in 2010 and 2011)

What are the incentive measures in favor of 
culture? What are the countries that develop an 
attractive tax system policy? In which sectors? 
overview in 18 countries of the G20

Publishing in the digital era
— With Bain & Co (2010)

More than 20 % of book sales could be digital 
by 2015, capturing up to 25% of the overall value 
pool. Which is the impact of the various market 
players? What do consumers really wish? over-
view in 6 countries on 3,000 individuals. 

Monetizing digital media and culture: creating 
value that consumers will buy
— With Ernst & Young (2010)

What are the existing mechanisms to monetize 
cultural contents on the Internet? What are the 
constraints? Which are the perspectives? over-
view in 12 countries 

reasons to hope thanks to culture and creative 
imagination
— With Louvre Alliance (2012)

Based on international survey amongst around a 
hundred personalities, the study identify, charac-
terize and distinguish the pools, the constraints, 
the creators, the particular experiences which 
nurture reasons to hope thanks to culture and 
creative imagination.

cultural undertaking & investment: from intui-
tion to decision making
— With Kurt Salmon (2011)

What are the economic and qualitative criteria 
which prevail in the decision to invest in culture? 
100 international interviews 

creativity, culture and the city: a question 
of interconnexion
— By Charles Landry (2011)

What do we lose by not investing in culture?

the impact of cultural spending
— With Tera Consultants (2011)

What is the effect of the public cultural expendi-
ture on the GDP? Even though it only represents 
0.7% of the GDP per capita in the studied cities, 
the public cultural expenditure, has an effect of 
10% on the GDP per capita. An econometric ana-
lysis on a panel of 47 cities in 21 countries (panel 
of the 2010 study of Kurt Salmon)

Second edition of the barometer on the cultural 
attractiveness of the territories – culture and 
economic performance: what are the strategies 

culture: reasons to hope
Acts 2012, drawings by Liza Donnelly, Nadia Khiari 
and Michel Kichka

Investing in culture
Acts 2011, drawings by Jul

More access, new usage in a digital era : culture 
for everyone?
Acts 2010, drawings by Plantu

cultural strategies for a new world
Acts 2009, drawings by Plantu

culture: factor of growth
Acts 2008

Mobilize european ambitions on culture

The financial and moral crisis the world is expe-
riencing should not be a reason or an excuse to 
forget our cultural roots.

creativity in the financing models of culture

Three objectives : fostering cultural investment as 
creator of value(s); making easier the relationship 
between the entrepreneur and the cultural inves-
tor; and, promoting the private cultural invest-
ment.

culture & Digital generations
— With L’Atelier BNP Paribas (2012)

What kinds of creative behavior do virtual worlds 
create? how can we characterize this evolution in 
the relationship to culture for these digital gene-
rations? 

the factory of innovation
— With Kurt Salmon (2012)

What are the innovation practices uses in the 
different sectors of the economy? how are they 
declining in the cultural and creative industries? 
The addition of different elements of innovation 
supplies the whole chain of value creation in the 
economy.

referencing content on the Internet, prescribing 
culture?
— With l’Atelier BNP Paribas (2011)

What are the new mechanisms of referencing 
of the cultural offer? how does it influence the 
access to culture? A prospective study with cases 
studies’ analyses. 

connected devices and services: reinventing 
content
— With Bain & Co (2011)

Do connected devices and services prefigure the 
new way of cultural experience? Do we expect, 
thanks to these new services, a rise of the time 
allocated to "the consumption" of cultural goods 
and services, a new typology of the usages, new 
ways of access, approaches from creators to their 
work and their public?

Intellectual property in a digital world
— With Ernst & Young (2011)

Given that many countries have signed the WIPo 
treaties, what about law efficiency? What are 
the perspectives? on which topics can the actors 
agree? 

Impact of digital technology on the world 
of culture and the media
— With L'Atelier BNP Paribas (2010)

Does technological innovation favor culture? An 
analysis of the “main trends” and “first hints of the 
new trends”. outcome of the first ten years of the 
XXIst century.

Getting out of the recession: a new innovation 
model for the cultural economy?
— With Bain & Company (2009)

Who does really innovate today, who are the crea-
tors? how do we define and measure the effects of 
innovation on society?

publications

sTudies

AcTs

proposAls

A. CuLTuRE, FInAnCInG AnD EConoMIC MoDELS

C. CuLTuRE AnD ATTRACTIvEnESS oF TERRIToRIES

B. CuLTuRE, DIGITAL TEChnoLoGIES AnD InnovATIon

for employment and development of territories?
— With Ineum Consulting / Kurt Salmon (2010)

Do cities that choose a strategy relying on culture 
have a smaller unemployment rate? What are the 
winning fields? Analysis of 47 cities in 21 countries.

culture, as an economic or symbolic stake 
in the perspective of an improvement of 
the attractiveness of territories
— With Ineum Consulting / Kurt Salmon (2009)

What is the link – or correlation – between the 
economic performance of a territory and its cultu-
ral and academic intensity? 32 international cities 
are studied.

Co-edition bilingual Gallimard - Forum d'Avignon
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As a non-profit organization, backed since its creation by the French ministry of culture and 
communication and more than thirty partners, the Forum d’Avignon relies on active gover-
nance, made up of public and private decision makers, creators and journalists, which efficiently 
contribute to relay and consolidate the positive values of the Forum. 

1. Nicolas SEyDOUx, Chairman of the Forum d’Avignon and Chairman of Gaumont. 2. Hervé DIGNE, vice-President of the Forum  
d’Avignon and Chairman of Cofiloisirs. 3. Axel GANz, vice-President of the Forum d’Avignon, Publisher-Head of AG Communication, 
Member of the Board Gruner+Jahr. 4. Emmanuel HOOG, Treasurer of the Forum d’Avignon, President of AFP (Agence France-Presse).  
5. Renaud DONNEDIEU DE vABRES, Former French Minister of Culture and Communication. 6. Jean-Jacques ANNAUD, Film Director.  
7. Patricia BARBIzET, CEO, Artemis and vice-Chairman of the Board, Kering. 8. Laurent BENzONI, University Professor.  
9. Emmanuel CHAIN, Producer and President, Elephant & Cie. 10. Laurence FRANCESCHINI, General Director for media development  
and creative industries, Ministry of Culture and Communication. 11. Alain KOUCK, CEO of Editis Holding. 12. Pierre LESCURE,  
Managing Director of the Théâtre Marigny and Journalist. 13. véronique MORALI, Chairman of Fimalac Développement, Founder  
of Terrafemina web site, President of the Women’s Forum. 14. Pascal ROGARD, Managing Director, SACD (Société des Auteurs et Composi-
teurs Dramatiques)

1. Christian de BOISSIEU, Chairman of the Advisory Board and Economist, Professor, Paris-I. 2. Christine ALBANEL, Former French 
Minister of Culture and Communication, Executive vice-President, Communication, Philanthropy, Content Strategy, Orange.  
3. Arjun APPADURAI, Anthropologist of globalization, Goddard Professor of Media, Culture and Communication, New york University.  
4. Carlo D’ASARO BIONDO, President Operations Southern Eastern Europe, Middle East Africa, Google. 5. Elie BARNAvI, Historian  
and Scientific Director of the Museum of Europe. 6. Irène BRAAM, vice-President Government Relations, Head of the Brussels  
Liaison Office of Bertelsmann AG. 7. Elie COHEN, Research Director at France's National Scientific Research Center (CNRS).  
8. Jean-François COLOSIMO, President, CNL. 9. Amit KHANNA, Chairman, Reliance Entertainment. 10. Thomas PARIS, Resear-
cher at the CNRS, HEC and Ecole Polytechnique. 11. Pierre SELLAL, General Secretary of the French Foreign Affairs Ministry.  
12. Celestino SPADA, Professor and vice Director and Chief Editor, Economia della cultura. 13. Ezra SULEIMAN, Professor of political  
science, Princeton University. 14. Kjetil Tredal THORSEN, Architect, Snøhetta AS. 15. David THROSBy, Professor, Macquarie University.

team

The BoArd

The Advisory BoArd

1. Laure KALTENBACH, Managing Director
2. Guillaume PFISTER, Deputy Director
3. Olivier LE GUAy, Editorial and Digital Manager
4. Roman KUDELKA, Project Manager

The mAnAgemenT TeAm

pArTner universiTies

patrons and partners in 2012 

The think-tank adds to its international experts and 
artists a network of students and professors, from 
international universities associating them to different 
projects. In 2012, the Forum d’Avignon was partner of 
international universities:

école des hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales – PhD 
School • Hotel School of Avignon • école de Journa-
lisme et de Communication de Marseille • ESA Avignon 
• ESSEC • INSEAD • Sciences Po Paris • Sciences Po 
Aix • The Kaospilots • University of Avignon • University  
of Bologna • Freie Universität Berlin • Politecnico Milan

Every year since 2008, 100 students are invited to the 
international meetings of the Forum d’Avignon. 

Students associated to the reflection works 
All year long, the team of the Forum d’Avignon inter-
venes in universities and increases their awareness on 
cultural and economic stakes. Students regularly write 
articles published by the Forum d’Avignon.

Debate at the university of Avignon
The Forum d’Avignon organizes, in partnership with the 
university of Avignon, a session of debates at the uni-
versity gathering the attendees of the Forum and more 
than 500 students and participants. 

Masterclass of chefs to the students of Hotel School 
Every year, international starred chefs, voluntarily 
transmit their passion to the students of the hotel scho-
ol of Avignon (Chamber of Commerce and Industry of 
vaucluse). 

With the support of the Ministry of Culture and Communication

Founding Partner official Carrier

official Partners

Consulting Partners

Partners

With the support of
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Graphic design: Publicis Events

Grand Palais des Champs-élysées
Cours La Reine – Porte C
75008 Paris
France

+33(0)1 42 25 69 10
contact@forum-avignon.org

you can find the discussions, editorials, 
proposals, studies, international and 
continue information on:

www.forum-avignon.org

2013

hundreds of participants from cultural, digital, economic and political worlds as well as students dialogue, 
transmit and discuss during the international meetings. Among them:

puBlic decision mAkers

His highness the Aga Khan inaugurated the first edition and Nicolas Sarkozy, former President of Republic, the fourth edition. 

Inaki AzCUNA-URRETA, Mayor of Bilbao (Spain) - Irina BOKOvA, General Director UNESCO (Bulgaria) - Abdou DIOUF, 
General Secretary, International Organisation of La Francophonie (Senegal) - victoria ESPINEL, Coordinator, Intellectual 
Property, White House (USA) - Aurélie FILIPPETTI, Minister of Culture and Communication (France) - François FILLON,  
former Prime minister (France) - Dan GLICKMAN, Chairman, Motion Picture Association of America (USA) - Francis GURRy,  
General Director, World Intellectual Property Organization (Australia) - Bensalem HIMMICH, Minister of Culture (Morocco) - 
Neelie KROES, vice President digital strategy, European Commission (Netherlands) - Limor LIvNAT, Minister of Culture  
and Sport (Israel) - Frédéric MITTERRAND, former Minister of Culture and Communication (France) - Klaus WOWEREIT,  
Mayor of Berlin (Germany) - Androulla vASSILIOU, commissioner for Education, Culture, Multilingualism, Sport, Media  
and youth, European Commission - and more than 15 ministers of Culture from Europe.

AcAdemics, philosophers And economisTs

Arjun APPADURAI, anthropologist of Globalization, New york University (India) - Françoise BENHAMOU, economist (France) - 
Robert DARNTON, Professor and Director of Harvard Library (USA) - Régis DEBRAy, philosopher (France) - Bernard LANDRy, 
Former Premier of Quebec and former leader of the Parti Québécois, lawyer, economist (Canada) - Lawrence LESSIG, 
Professor, Harvard University, founder of the Creative Commons (USA) - Richard DAvID PRECHT, Philosopher (Germany) - 
Allen J. SCOTT, professor UCLA (USA) …

ArTisTs

Paul ANDREU, Architect (France) - Mircea CANTOR, visual artist (Romania) - Renaud CAPUçON, violonist (France) - 
CHRISTO, visual artist (Bulgaria, USA) - Souleymane CISSE, Film director (Mali) - Ali DILEM, Cartoonist (Algeria) - xin DONG 
CHENG, Exhibition commissioner (China) - Liza DONNELLy, Cartoonist, New yorker (USA) - Tishani DOSHI, Poet (India) 
- Kitsou DUBOIS, Choreographer (France) - Gloria FRIEDMAN, Artist (France) - Amos GITAï, Director (Israel) - Barbara HEN-
DRICKS, Soprano (Sweden) - Pierre HERMé, Chef (France) - Michel KICHKA, Cartoonist (Israel) - Bertrand LAvIER, visual 
artist (France) - Mourad MERzOUKI, Choreographer (France) - Radu MIHAILEANU, Film director (France) - NADIA, Cartoonist 
(Tunisia) - Jean NOUvEL, Architect (France) - PLANTU, Cartoonist (France) - Michal ROvNER, Photograph and videographer 
(Israel) - Marjane SATRAPI, Graphic novelist and Academy Award-nominated film director (Iran / France) - Abderrahmane 
SISSAKO, Film director (Mauritania) - Philippe STARCK, Designer (France) - Itay TALGAM, Conductor (Israel) - Barthelemy 
TOGUO, visual artist (Cameroon) - TOTONHO, Paintor (Brazil) - Régis WARGNIER, Film director (France) - zahia zIOUANI, 
Conductor (Algeria / France) …

ceos

Fedele CONFALONIERI, President, Mediaset (Italy) - Rick COTTON, General Counsel and Executive vice President, NBC 
Universal (USA) - Axel DAUCHEz, CEO, Deezer (France) - Philippe DAUMAN, Chairman and CEO, viacom (USA) -  
David DRUMMOND, vice-President, Google (USA) - Antoine GALLIMARD, Chairman Editions Gallimard (France) - Joi ITO, 
CEO of Creative Commons (Japan) - Amit KHANNA, Producer, Director and Chairman, Reliance Entertainment (India) -  
Jean-Bernard Lévy, former Chairman of the Board, vivendi, CEO, Thalès (France) - Maurice Lévy, Chairman and CEO,  
Publicis Groupe (France) - Hartmut OSTROWSKI, former Chairman of the Board, Bertelsmann (Germany) -  
Pierre-Karl PéLADEAU, President & CEO, Québécor Inc (Canada) - Kalli PURIE, Director, India Today Group (India) -  
Stéphane RICHARD, CEO, Orange (France) - Patrick zELNIK, CEO, Naïve (France) …

those taking part to the forum d'avignon


